Happy birthday, Hathor!
In honor of this special event, certain squares in the grid are special too. Connect them to form the item named at 22 Across. (If you want an advance hint as to what that is, check out 19 Down.)

ACROSS
1. Revolutionary liberates disheartened peasant
4. Turns back half-stoned big shot
8. Unimportant-but-neat bottomless container
9. Playwright Ira is about to whine
10. By stuffing a number of birds
12. Praise that harlot Xena has flipped over
14. Split, and drive off
17. Twist? Mostly it garnishes a martini
18. Astronaut carries carbonate mineral
20. Hit a pop-up or ran to catch one
22. See instructions
24. The queen, like Karl Marx, was mistaken
26. Start to enumerate a nurse’s merits
28. One who might patch up Brown’s mascot with a metal pin
31. Tossed back spring water with no sophistication
32. We finally resume work on Broadway
34. Turn woman in jeans around
35. Keep quiet — in France, nothing about vice is confessed
36. I have to be east of the Austrian spring
37. On the surface, someone with male chromosomes is attractive

DOWN
1. Desolate, empty, silent ship
2. Necklace of red that is worn by competitor
3. One fore-name that is common in Russia
4. Appeal of quiet meadow
5. Aware of weird ‘toon
6. Way to record TV shows on little island in Italian commune
7. Crazy old Abe’s ability to reflect
11. Fuss with black English clay
13. Upset senior with bad organs
15. Insinuating Ned is inebriated
16. Uttered ghastly rubbish
18. Article claims half of rivals flourish
19. (For Hathor: 22 Across is ENDLESS BEER)
21. Forsaken by one Ms. Doone
22. Reseat terribly famous nun
23. A Parisian embraces a fighter very similar to Spike
25. Invigorate, top to bottom and bottom to top!
27. Hathor names club after auteur
29. One who draws in class
30. Reason to drop uranium container
33. Destructive deity loses a knife